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INTRODUCTION 
Assuming the consistency of ZFC + “there is a huge cardinal,” we con- 
struct a model of ZFC + GCH in which the cardinal N, possesses some 
downwards transfer properties. 
Chang’s conjecture (see Silver [13] and Kunen [9]) is the statement 
that every structure (w,, ol, R), with R a countable sequence of relations 
on 02, has an elementary substructure of the form (A, B, R r A), where 
A== K, and E= N,. The model will satisfy Chang’s conjecture as in [9]. as 
well as other properties in this vein. For example, every graph of size and 
chromatic number N2 will have a vertex induced subgraph of size and 
chromatic number N, (see Erdos and Hajnal [3, problem 41B]). The con- 
sistency (relative to ZFC alone) that GCH holds and this statement about 
graphs fails is a result of Baumgartner [ 11. 
Another result holding in the model is that if d = (A, f,),,, is an 
algebra in a variety, with A== K,, such that there are functions 
h,: (A)<‘, + A (WI < w) so that any Et,-sized subalgebra of s$ closed under 
the hm’s is free (which happens in particular if every K,-sized subalgebra is 
free), then & is the union of K,-many free subalgebras. For groups (where 
the hypothesis just becomes: every subgroup of d of size QK, is free) and 
other varieties with certain strong properties, Shelah [ 121 has this con- 
sistency result just relative to a Mahlo cardinal. Also, Shelah has shown 
that if there is a stationary Sr { c1< 02: cfoc = w). such that S n y is 
nonstationary in y, all y < w2, then there is a group G of size NZ, with all 
6 N,-sized subgroups being free, such that G is not the union of X,-many 
free subgroups. See [2, 11, 121 for these and related results. 
* Both authors thank the National Science Foundation for partial support for this work. 
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With minor modifications in the construction of the model of this paper, 
there are models of ZFC + GCH in which results analogous to the main 
theorem hold replacing K2 by y + + (y a regular cardinal). See the remarks 
at the end of the paper concerning this variation and a gap-n variation. 
In the rest of the introduction the properties of the forcing which imply 
the transfer results are stated. In Section 1 a forcing poset is shown to have 
these properties, and in Section 2 the corollaries are proved. 
The reader is assumed to be familiar with huge cardinals [S] and with 
Kunen’s construction [9] of a model in which there is an N,-saturated 
o ,-ideal. 
Recall that a partial ordering 2 is called x-centered if there is a C: 1-+ ti 
such that if cr < IC and U is a finite subset of CP ‘({z) ), then for some p E 2, 
p 3 q for all q E U. 
Let j: V+ A4 be a huge embedding with critical point X, j(x) = i. We 
construct a forcing notion :Y * .% such that 9 is KCC, 9 = X, V[G,+,] t= 
K = w, , %’ E V[G,] is E.cc, of cardinality 3., and countably (i.e., < x)-closed, 
and UG,. d ] l= 2 = oz. In addition, a regular embedding h: (9 * 2’) -+ 
jP exists with h(p) = p (all p E 9), such that the master condition property 
holds for h, j, 9 * 8. Finally, the following will hold: 
(*) if G is (9 * B)-generic, then in V[G], jP/h”(G) is X( = N, )- 
centered. 
A pcset (9 * g) with all the above properties save (*) was constructed 
by Kunen in [9]. Kunen derived from those properties that in V[G,,,] 
there is an X,-saturated o,-ideal. It is now known (Foreman, Magidor, 
and Shelah [6]) that the consistency of the existence of an X,-saturated 
ideal w,-ideal can in fact be obtained from the consistency of large cardinal 
properties below supercompactness in strength. We do not know, however, 
how to get the results in this paper starting with a cardinal weaker than a 
huge cardinal. 
Suppose M is a transitive class, j: V-, A4 is an elementary embedding 
with critical point K, j(K) = 1, [M]“E M. We construct a forcing notion 
9 * W with the above properties. 
For y a regular cardinal, 6 inaccessible, y < 6, let YY,b be the Silver 
collapse for making 6 = y +. So a member of y,9 is a function f with 
domain some XE [S]’ such that for some /? < y and all a E X, f(g) is a map 
from j3 into ~1. Then Kunen’s $? mentioned in the Introduction is Yti,, as 
defined in V[Gg]. Our W, defined in V[G+.], will be a certain nested 
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product of Silver collapses-the prototype of this construction is due to the 
first author, in [4]. To define 2, let, for y regular < 6 inaccessible, 
and 
where the superscript y means to take only those functions in @.)GB<s YpnBs 
with <y-sized supports. Let 
Order the Y;,‘s and gY6 in the natural way. 
Just as Kunen’s P is universal for Y& collapses over certain submodels, 
our CP will be defined to be universal for gYX collapses over certain sub- 
models. So define 9 to be a finite support iteration <YE: CC(K), where 
P0 = qO,, and at stage CC, assuming &$ = ,+r Pz n V, is a regular subordering 
of $, a is inaccessible, and Ets8 u = o, , then let Pz+ r = PM * (C&?M,) Pz (if 2?E 
does not satisfy the above condition, let Pm+ 1 = Pa * (0)). For 6 d K a limit 
ordinal, Pa is the direct limit of <P!: CC(~). Then set B = PK. Note that by 
familiar iterated forcing arguments we may assume that an element of CP is 
a function F defined on K, with F(a) a trivial term except for finitely many 
CC’S, on which F(a) is a gX-term for an element of (&$,)“‘“. That is to say, in 
the usual description of iterated forcing, F(U) will be a P.-term for an 
element of WLk?, but by extending F r CI we can substitute a ax-term for the 
?=-term; a finite induction on each condition yields that the set of con- 
ditions F as described above will be cofinal in the original set of conditions. 
We have that 3$ is <y-closed. For 6 weakly compact (the case of 
interest below) it is immediate that &Y.g/6 has the 6cc. We in fact get 
LEMMA 1. For y regular -C 6 Mahlo, LS$~ has the 6cc. 
Proof. By a d-system argument. 
LEMMA 2. 9 has the KCC, K = co,““’ j(, A = w,“’ 1, and there is a regular 
embedding h: 9 * 9 --) j(9) with h(p) = p (all p E 9). 
Proof As in [9]. 
LEMMA 3. There is a master condition for 9 * 99, h and j, i.e., there is a 
condition (0, t) in (j9 * j9) forcing that for all (p, r) ~9’ * R 
(p,hr)~G~~~(p,jr)~G~~*G~~. 
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Proof: Living in M[G,] we must show that the coordinatewise union 
of the set fj(0, ) r : r EB, h(0, r)E GiY) is a condition in j(S * 9’). We 
prove by induction on n that for each p < A, p regular in V[G,], the coor- 
dinatewise union of { j(@, s): SE ,4”;,., A(@, s) E GJ9} is a condition t; in 
j(YP;;;.). For n =0 this follows from [M]” c A4 and from sup(j”/I) <p 
(which holds since j(p) is regular in M[G,,]). For n > 0 use that 
[M]“cM. Then take t = <t;: n(o). 
The following argument is well known and is essentially a generalization 
of the fact that the Tychonoff product of 2No many separable spaces is 
separable. 
Li3fkt~ 4. If 6 is regular, 2’” = 6, 7 < 6, and & is a &centered poset 
(c( < 2”), then 0: < 2,1 L&, is S-centered. 
Proof: For tl< 2” let f%: 9a -+ 6 be a b-centering of 9.!,. Let (2)6 be the 
set of functions f S + 2 and let D: 2” + (2)’ be l-l. Let q E 0; < 26 9, have 
support XE [2”] ‘y. Let p < 6 be such that for any (T, CJ’ EX, D(o) and 
D(cJ’) have split in the tree (2)‘” before level p. For q E @:<20 9,, define J, 
to have domain (D(cY) r 8: CL E dom q} with J,(D(cc) r /I) =f,(q(E)). If JqO = 
J,,, = . . . = J,,, then qO, . . . . qn have an upper bound. Since there are only 6 
possible J,‘s we are done. 
Below, we will be dealing with sets consisting of a-terms (98 some poset) 
for elements of some partial ordering 9~ I@. These “termspaces” will 
always be ordered back in the ground model by F< F’ iff the empty con- 
dition in a forces that Fd F’. 
THEOREM. In V[G,, l ,#I, j9/h”(G,y * &) is K ( = N, )-centered. 
Proof We have that jP is a length A iteration with finite supports. For 
a < 1 with A$ = (jp), n V, a regular subordering of (jp), and t-t,, a = w,, 
we next forced with (~~j,)‘““. Let BXA be the associated termspace at this 
stage, that is, 2%;. is the set of BE-terms for members of (&)““. 
CLAIM. In V[G,y.,8] each &;. is k--centered, and Yui is x-centered. 
(Here, &;, and YW, are as formed in V. ) 
Proof of’ the Theorem from the Claim. If the claim holds, then, since 
VCG.9 * .i4 ] satisfies 2 <K = K and 2” = 1, Lemma 4 gives that the finite sup- 
ported direct product ylw, x @,“* f A?*2 (tl ranging over those ordinals less 
than A where (&Jflu was next forced with) is K-centered in V[G, I &] by a 
function C: (Yw, x 0,‘“’ T &) -+ K. If C(F,) = C(F, ) = . . . = C(F,) and 
CI < A, then, by the nature of the termspace ordering, the empty condition in 
(j9’), forces that FO(~), F,(a), . . . . F,l(cr) have a common extension in 
(9TL)Vd’. It remains to be shown that this strong type of centering induces, 
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in VCG,.,l, a k--centering of $?/A”( G, c a). Suppose C(F,) = C(F, ) = 
... = C(F,,). If u < o! <I, then it is evident that the coordinatewise union of 
FdaW”(G, a 31, . . . . Fn(~)lh”(G, e B ) is forced by the empty condition in 
(jP)/K’(G, *a) to be a condition extending each F,(a)/h”(G, l *). If c( < K, 
then in the nontrivial case each F,(a) is a 98’, term, where aU is a regular 
subordering of PE( = h”Pm). Thus, assuming the projection of each F,(a) 
onto A”(9 * 9%‘) is in /z”(G,~* jp), we again have the statement about the 
coordinatewise union of the F,(a)/h”(G, *a), which held in the tla K case. 
It follows that there is a common extension of the F,Ih”(G,*,) in 
jP/h”( G,q * *p). This completes the theorem from the claim. 
Proof of the Claim. To prove Bzj, is k--centered in V[G,, #], we will 
show that for some p with K < p < L, ~~j. is p-centered in some submodel of 
VCG ipIJp] where 2<p= p and 2P = p + = ,? holds; this suffices since in 
V[G,.,], j=k.. 
Fix CI < E. such that 93g = (jp), n V, is a regular subordering of (j9),, 
and CI = oar’. Since (%?E,A) “” = on < w  (9; >.) @‘, and K'O = IC, it suffices for 
the claim to K-center, in V[G,.,], for each n, the termspace 9:,, for 
(9yg vJs. To do this, something a little more general will be proved to 
make an induction work. 
SUBCLAIM. If /I is regular <A, then for any inaccessible p with K, /l, 
5%X < p < i, there is a p-centering of SF,, in V[G, t ,v2,,]. 
The subclaim implies the claim. Namely, if the subclaim holds, take 
fl = a, and note that ‘4”;,; is a direct factor of 9’;,$ i, whence forcing with 
9 * &! induces an Y”,,,-generic. So in V[G, I &] there is a p-centering of 
9:.,, whence a K-centering since j = K in V[G, I ,*I. 
Proof of the Subclaim. By induction on n. 
Let p be inaccessible < 1, with K, gE, fl< p. Then there is a y < p such 
that for any &-term X for an element of [Alp there is a YE [AIY, YE V, 
with kaz Xc_ Y. 
For fi 6 (I < A, let s;.,(a) be the collection of possible values of a mem- 
ber of s;,, at CT (that is, if n = 0, 9;,,(a) is the gX-termspace for the Levy 
poset for mapping fl onto 0, and if n > 0 and D regular >/I, g;,,(o) = 
P:,; ’ ). 
By choice of y, there is a natural map & in V, 
such that if b(F) is compatible with d(P), then F is compatible with F’. 
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Now live in V[G,.,,Z,j.], where 2 <P=p, p+ =2p=1*, and y<p. Then 
Lemma 4 gives that 
is p-centered if each S;,,(CJ) is. So we will show that S;,,(a) is p-centered 
in VCG,.,yn.l. Pd 
If n = 0, then T;,(o) has size <I in V, whence has size 6p in 
VCG .++ .,‘p;,i], thus is p-centered there. If n > 0, then by the induction 
hypothesis s;,j.(o) = 9:,; ’ is p/-centered in V[G, t ,,;,,,] for p’ sufficiently 
larger than p. But ,4”;,j, adds a generic for ,Y’;,;. and adds a map from p 
onto p’; therefore Y;,;. adds a p-centering of S;,,(o). 
This completes the proof of the subclaim, whence the part of the claim 
that the ~~j,‘s are k-centered in V[G, * a 1. Also, the proof of the case n = 0 
of the subclaim easily shows that ,4p,j, is ti-centered in V[G,P L &]. Thus the 
proof of the claim, and of the theorem, is completed. 
2 
Let j: V -+ A4 be a huge embedding, 9 * W the partial ordering construc- 
ted in Section 1. The setup obtained after forcing with 9 * 9, from which 
transfer properties in the extension can be derived, is the following. Let 
G ,/p * d be (P * g))-generic; in V[G,+ t &], k = N, and 1, = K?. 
Let Gjti rj.8 be a (jY * j&?)-generic extending h”(G, I &) such that a 
master condition for (P * 9, h, j) lies in G,,+, *iH. By the theorem of Sec- 
tion 1, the forcing to get from V[G,4 * H] (= V[h”(G, i ,.)I) to V[G,,, * jti] 
is K-centered followed by <i-closed (where K = the Kt of V[G,9 +*] and 
il = the K, of V[G,,]). By the master condition property, there exists in 
VCGp vja 1 an extension of j to an elementary embedding J: V[G, * &] -+ 
MCGp *ja ] which sends HrtG** *I to N~rGfl*~l. Kunen [9] used this 
embedding in his model (where K,-centeredness does not hold) to derive 
there the existence of an &-saturated w,-ideal, and Chang’s conjecture. 
By the chromatic number of a graph we shall mean the vertex chromatic 
number, that is, the least ,? such that the set of vertices of the graph may be 
partitioned into A-many edge independent sets. By a subgraph will be 
meant a vertex induced subgraph. For results and questions about 
reflecting chromatic numbers to subgraphs, see [l, 3, 71. Galvin asked 
about the statement, for cardinals 6 < k, that any graph of chromatic num- 
ber K has a subgraph of chromatic number 6. 
THEOREM. In V[ G, * @], every graph of size and chromatic number K, 
has a subgraph of size and chromatic number K, . 
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Proof. Suppose in V[G, *,I, E is a graph of size and chromatic num- 
ber K,. Extend the model to V[G,,,,,] as above; by elementarity we need 
show that in M[G,, I ja 1, jE has a subgraph of size and chromatic number 
Et, ( = A). We claim that j”E (which lies in M[ G,, * jd] by I-closure of M) is 
such a subgraph. Since j”E % E, it suffices to show that in M[G,, * jti] there 
is no coloring of E by K0 colors. 
First, we claim there is no such coloring in V[G,,]. Namely, if$ E + o 
were such a coloring, then pick a term f for f in the forcing language of 
22= jP/h”(G,,,). In V[G,,, ] let C = 22 -+ K be a centering of 2. For 
each vertex e of E, pick a q, such that qp ‘+f(e) = n,. Then in V[G, * *], 
the mapf(e) = (C(q,), n,) would be a coloring of E by <K colors, a con- 
tradiction. 
But if there is no countable coloring of E in V[G,,], then there is none 
in VllGj, *j&l; a coloring in the latter model would induce (via an increas- 
ing sequence of conditions in j9, of length 2, which determines the values 
of the coloring) a coloring in the former model. This completes the proof. 
Call an algebra d= (A,f;)j,,, in a variety V, free if and only if there is 
a set GE A which generates d, such that if {g,, . . . . gn) & G and 
+h, g, 2 ...? g,) = d&l, g, 2 ...? g,), for terms 7, g in the language of -c9, then 
7(-q), -Xl , . . . . x,) = a(.~,, x, , . . . . x,,) is a law in V. 
THEOREM. In V[G .+“*&I9 if Ld=fA3 ki)i<ul is an algebra in a variety, 
with A== N,, and there exist functions f,: (A)‘” + A (n < co) such that every 
N,-sized subalgebra of d closed under the fn’s is free, then d is the union of 
K ,-many free subalgebras. 
Proof. Extend j: V -+ M to a j: V[ G, I &] + M[ GjY. jti] as above. Since 
j(L.(a)) = jfJ ja) and since, in M[G,,,,], j”r;4 has size K,, we have by 
elementarity that in M[G,, *,& 1, j”& ( rd) is free. So in V[G,,, * j9] there 
is a free generating set for &. Living in V[G,,], we may pick an increasing 
sequence of conditions in j&5! yielding a free generating set for ~4 in V[G,,]. 
In V[G, * &], let D be a term for this free generating set in the language of 
2 = jY/h”[G,9 * *]. Also in V[G, I *], let C: 22 + K center 22 and, for c( < K, 
letD,=(a~A:3q~C-‘({cc})q~a~D}.Let~,bethesubalgebraofd 
generated by D,. Then 4, is a free subalgebra of d with respect to the 
variety, and IJ1 ( K 8, = A. 
We conclude with some remarks. 
As mentioned in the introduction, there are analogues of V[G,,,] 
where the transfer properties live on (y + +, y + ), y a regular cardinal, 
instead of (N,, K, ). One iterates the analogous partial orderings with 
<y-supports (y a regular cardinal <K) to make K the new y +, 2 the new 
y++. One gets in these models that any graph of size and chromatic 
number y + + has a subgraph of size and chromatic number y+, and that 
any algebra of size y + + in a variety, such that any subaigebra of size y + 
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closed under countably many specified functions is free, is the union of 
y +-many free subalgebras. 
A word regarding the coexistence, for y a regular cardinal, of transfer 
properties on ( y + +, y + ) and strongly saturated ideals on y +. There are 
three models, all extensions of one type or another of Kunen’s model, 
which seem to have strong properties in one of these two categories at the 
expense of the other category. The model of this paper has downwards 
transfer properties on y + + as well as a ?/+-centered 7 +-ideal (a y +-ideal 4 
such that there is a C: (P(y+)-.9)-y+ such that if C(X,)= ... = C(X,), 
then fh Xi+! 9. A model of Woodin (from an almost huge cardinal), 
contains a y +-dense y +-ideal (a y +-ideal 3 such that for some 63 G 
8(y+)-Y with g=y+, for every XE S(y + ) - Y there is a D E 23 with 
(D - X)E~). A model of the second author [lo] satisfies some transfer 
properties and contains a (y’ +, y+ +, y)-saturated y+-ideal (a Y+-ideal .a 
such that if I?t^cP(y+)--.a, Card .?‘= Y+ +, then there is a ‘Y L X, 
CardY==++, with n 2? $ JJ for all S E ?Y with Card .ZZ < y). In addition, 
the first and third models, as well as Kunen’s model and its generalizations 
to higher cardinals, satisfy the partition relation y++ + (1~+);;;,, which is 
the ordinary Chang’s conjecture for y = N,, and which is a strong 
generalized Chang’s conjecture for y > K, (see [9, lo]). It is open for any y 
whether the transfer properties of this paper and the existence of a 
;’ +-dense y +-ideal are simultaneously consistent. 
A variation of the forcing of this paper is, after collapsing K to become 
the successor of a regular cardinal, to make i the new nth successor of K. 
This yields models in which y is the successor of an arbitrary regular car- 
dinal and, e.g., any graph of size and chromatic number y+” has a sub- 
graph of size and chromatic number 1’. In addition in the model, any 
algebra in a variety, of size y+“, such that any subalgebra of size y closed 
under countably many specified functions is free, is the union of Y+(~- ‘I- 
many free subalgebras. However, in this model, one does not get the other 
naturally suggested application, that is, one does not get that an algebra in 
a variety, of size y +n, such that every subalgebra of size < y +(n - I) is free, is 
the union of y-many free subalgebras. Regarding this type of statement and 
others, see [S] for a derivation of transfer properties on small cardinals 
from the assumption of the existence of various strongly saturated ideals on 
[K]” and [K] <‘. 
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